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Oil prices back in the 90s

 Oil prices have surged by nearly ~30% since FY22 start, crossing US$ 90bbl
mark by Jan-22 to current US$ 97/bbl, after a nearly 8years (Sep-2014).
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 We view crude oil prices are likely to fall as production continues to
increase faster than consumption and inventories build. However, this
production catching up with demand won’t be anytime sooner.
 In near-term we expect oil price fall to range of US$ 75-85/bbl. Beyond,
2022 into 2023 we expect oil prices to further contract averaging in the
range of USD 65-70/bbl
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Oil prices at almost 8-year peak
Oil prices have surged by nearly ~30% since FY22 start, crossing US$ 90bbl
mark by Jan-22 to current US$ 97/bbl, after a nearly 8years (Sep-2014). This
rise in oil prices is certainly fogging country’s key economic indicators
including inflation and current account balances.

Brent oil prices in backwardation
US$ /bbl.
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Brewing tensions between Russia and Ukraine could potentially send prices
to peak US$ 120
The recent hike in global oil prices can be traced to the brewing tensions
between Russia and Ukraine and the imbalance it will create on global oil
demand/supply. Analysts have warned of a possible full-scale military
confrontation as they considered the Russian military moves in the region.
Moreover US National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan, in an interview cited
“Russia invasion could begin any day” (link). In an event of full-scale military
confrontation analysts suggest this could send oil prices to peak US$ 120/bbl.
Whether the current bout between Russia and Ukraine and the USA, settles
the outcome remains uncertain.
…however, oil prices remain in backwardation suggesting a downward
trend
Having said that, Brent oil futures remain in the state of backwardation,
suggesting the market anticipation of a decline in spot prices over the next
few months. 3 & 6 month forward contract prices of May / August 2022, are
trading at US$ 93.63 and US$ 89.45/bbl (down 2-6%). Moreover, this
downward sloping-curve seems also validate fundamental supply-demand
situation going forward. In our note, baring the current geopolitical situation,
we have assessed what we think will be direction of prices going forward.
2014 last time prices hovered in the region of US$ 90s
Our latest memory of oil price trading above US$ 90s is from 2011 till about
the end of 2014. With the start of 2015, emerging supply glut, led by US
shale production boom, leading to a ~50% contraction in prices from average
price of US$ 98/bbl in 2014 to US$ 51/bbl. And since thereon oil prices have
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averaged US$ 55/bbl till roughly the end of 2019 (4years) albeit experiencing
episode of lows and highs of US$ 21-to-86/bbl.
The supply/demand disruption phase: COVID-19
With the advent of COVID19 starting Jan-2020 and the lockdown that
followed (Mar-2020); halted global demand and worsen up supply situation.
As a result of this temporary closure of demand along with continuous
production of oil; prices took a hammering, with oil prices touching a low of
US$ 13/bbl by April of 2020 while WTI briefly traded in negative region.
However, since then as globally lockdown have gradually lifted and oil
demand rebounded much more aggressively than anticipated, and so does
the price of oil. In response to keep up with the demand, we saw multiple
reversion of OPEC+’s production supply increases, but the opening of
economies and the demand that followed simply outpaced the supply.
Hence, on obvious grounds oil prices by the end of 2020 rose to a high of
US$ 73/bbl from a low of US$ 13/bbl in 2020; that’s almost 4.5x growth. And
since then it has been on a forward march, reaching US$ 97/bbl by February
of 2022.
Putting the current crude oil price into perspective
Although there are multitude of factors in play determining oil prices,
including OPEC led cartel, geopolitical environment etc. But foremost it all
comes down global demand which barring 2020 is rather inelastic and
supply.
Demand factors
Looking at the demand factors, global oil consumption rebounded in 2021 by
5.5%y/y from 2020 levels. However, this demand is still 3% lower from prepandemic levels in 2019. The rise in demand during 2021 was primarily led y
opening of global economies and resumption of economic activity after ease
in COVID-19 let restriction / lockdowns and roll-out of Covid-19 vaccinations
For instance, US one of the largest oil consumers saw its oil consumption
dropped to 18.12mnbpd on average in 2020 from 19.5mnbpd reported
consumption in Dec-2019; that’s almost 7% drop in a year. As of latest in
2021, this consumption stands close to 19.7mnbpd that’s roughly +9%
growth, outpacing oil supply leading to such substantial rise in global oil
prices.
Supply factors
Looking at the supply factors, production although increased by 1.7%y/y in
2021 to stand at 95.5mnbpd compared to 93.9mnbpd in 2020, but this
increase was lower than the global demand surge in 2021 which stood at
96.6mnbpd (as per OPEC), creating a supply deficit of nearly 1.6mnbpd one
of the highest seen in past decade. This supply deficit was mainly caused by
OPEC+ led supply curtailment, on-going geopolitical tensions, supply
disruption in Libya and drop in US oil production. On top that, oil inventories

also witnessed a decline of 1.4mnbpd in 2021 after increasing by 2.1mnbpd
in 2020.
Historical perspective
Globally oil demand and supply has remained volatile over the past 10-15
years, leading to volatile prices. Looking back, oil prices have generally
traded in their 80s and 90s as when there were periods of high demand
outpacing supply or when supply nearly matched total consumption. For
instance it happened back in 2013/14 when the total demand exceeded
supply by 0.5mnbpd (OPEC). For 2021, oil demand as aforementioned
exceeded supply by nearly 1.6mnbpd (OPEC) which pushed prices above US$
90/bbl. s
Exhibit: Global Crude oil Supply/Demand (as per OPEC)
mnbpd
Total Supply
OPEC
Non-OPEC
Total Demand
Difference (Supply-Demand)
Source: OPEC, IGI Research

2013
90.2
31.2
59.0
90.7
(0.5)

2014
92.6
30.5
62.1
92.0
0.6

2015
95.5
31.9
63.6
94.2
1.3

2016
95.5
32.2
63.3
95.7
(0.2)

2017
96.8
31.5
65.3
97.5
(0.7)

2018
100.0
31.4
68.7
99.1
0.9

2019
100.1
29.4
70.8
100.1
0.0

2020
93.7
25.7
68.0
91.0
2.7

2021
95.1
26.3
68.8
96.6
(1.6)

2022E
100.7
28.8
71.9
100.8
(0.1)

Production to increase in near-term
As global demand continues to rise from 2020, OPEC in its recently held
meeting agreed to increase it’s per day production by 0.4mnbpd (link) in line
with previous decision to phase out the output cuts it decided earlier during
the slump in global demand.
Exhibit: Global Crude oil Supply/Demand (as per EIA)
mnbpd
Total Supply
OPEC
Non-OPEC
Total Demand
Difference (Supply-Demand)
Source: EIA, IGI Research

2020
88.8
25.6
63.2
91.9
(3.0)

2021
90.2
26.3
63.9
96.9
(6.7)

2022E
95.5
28.8
66.8
100.5
(5.0)

2023F
97.3
28.9
68.4
102.3
(4.9)

In all, earlier in Nov-21 EIA (Energy Information Administration) estimated
global supply to reach 101.05mnbpd, owing to surplus capacity of OPEC and
US projected oil production of 11.85mnbpd in 2022. Along with this EIA
projected demand size of 100.5mnbpd, which will create a supply surplus of
0.5-0.6mnbpd, raising the crucial oil inventory level.
Oil prices likely to come down
Hence we view crude oil prices are likely to fall as production continues to
increase faster than consumption and inventories build. However, this

production catching up with demand won’t be anytime sooner. A significant
sustainable oil price direction is in our view is likely to develop from 2HFY22,
but we expect in near-term range of US$ 75-80/bbl. Beyond, 2022 into 2023
we expect oil prices to average in the range of USD 65-70/bbl based on
buildup in inventories, stable production from OPEC+ and Libya.
Risks remain plenty
Having said that, significant risks lies and uncertainty regarding supply and
demand both are detrimental for oil prices outlook. Mainly these include,
Unplanned OPEC+ supply cuts: OPEC+ failing to utilize surplus capacity to
meet rising demand.
Geopolitical Tensions: Tension between Russia and Ukraine aggravate
leading to supply disruption to Europe and US. Economic risks to impact
production from countries such as Libya. Moreover, US-Iran talks are
underway and if materialized supply from Iran could potentially see further
drop in global oil prices. For our estimates we have not incorporated any
development on this front in to our assumption of global oil production.
COVID-19 Omicron and other variant flare-ups: Further lockdowns and
restriction in air travel on emergence of potential new variants to hurt
demand.
US oil production: Substantial rise in production from US as rig count as
doubled since Aug-20 and response of shale industry to higher oil prices.
Economy adjusting to oil prices
On economy side of things higher oil prices bring its own set of
complications. The foremost being inflation. The link between domestic and
international oil prices is pretty much straightforward; higher oil prices leads
to higher domestic inflation.
Oil prices impact on inflation is positive but is short-lived
As per latest studies; domestic POL prices have a positive correlation of 0.6
(weak) to domestic inflation. One direct impact can be gauged by the total
weightage of motor fuel which is about 2.7%, meaning for every 10% change
in domestic oil prices we can expect a monthly impact of 0.27% on national
headline inflation.
However, it raises the cost of production in Medium & Long-term
And then there are other related commodities which have a lagged impact of
1-2 months on inflation. Energy cost particularly under fuel price adjustment
charges, and energy related charges are revised on monthly basis, but takes
roughly a month or two to reflect on headline inflation. Take FPA, which
normally occurs on a monthly basis with its adjustments are normally done a
month ahead basis.

But that’s not all, oil is raw commodity in many goods including
petrochemicals, plastics, cosmetics footwear, and the biggest usage of oil is
in transport sector including transport services and logistics cost etc. In fact
changes in oil prices; changes raw material cost and subsequently production
costs. Hence, the impact on consumer inflation may not be as pronounced in
the short-lived but higher oil prices ramp up overall producers cost which in
the medium to long term are downward sticky. Hence shifting the inflation
bar higher in the medium to long term.
In Pakistan POL prices are subsidised. Reduction in Petroleum Development
Levy (PDL) and sales tax (GST) has been talk of the IMF and authorities in the
recently held 6th review of extended Fund Facility (EFF).
Exhibit: PDL & GST % age weight in Domestic POL retail price
PDL and GST has been constantly revised, to pass on minimum
oil price increase. From Jan-22, GST is almost non-existent.
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Among the seven peer economies, Pakistan is the cheapest retail seller of
fuel that is US$ 0.84/ltr equivalent to PKR 146.1/ltr, while India ranks on top
in the group and sells at US$ 1.38 /ltr or PKR 241.2 ltr. One of the reasons for
keeping oil prices low is Pakistan’s low per capita income and higher per
capita consumption of oil. Pakistan’s per capita fuel expenditure stands at
11% of total GDP per capita, while 13% is in India (highest among peers), and
2% in Bangladesh (lowest among peers).
Exhibit: Pakistan POL prices compared to region and peers
US$ /
PKR /
Oil Consumption / per
Country
Ltr
Ltr
capita (ltr)
Pakistan
0.84
146.1
159
India
1.38
241.2
195
Bangladesh
1.04
180.9
42
Sri Lanka
1.02
178.2
351
Turkey
1.06
185.6
685
Kenya
1.16
202.5
135
Nepal
1.16
203.2
92

% of annual GDP Per
capita
11%
13%
2%
10%
8%
7%
9%

Expecting wider trade imbalances
Second is the impact on country trade balance. During the 1HFy22, total c/a
deficit reached US$ 9.0bn. Of this, total goods import bill accounted for US$
36.4bn. Pakistan imports roughly ~70% of its oil requirement. Historically
speaking Crude Petroleum and Petroleum Products imports generally
accounted for ~30% of the total imports but due to lower oil prices and
COVID-19 in this dropped to ~18%. However, in the past 6months of FY22,
petroleum crude and products imports alone amounted to US$ 6.9bn
compared to US$ 6.7 and US$ 7.8bn in Fy20 and Fy21, taking its share
imports 19% - highest was back in 2012 at 36%.
As of 6months FY22 average price of crude oil import is US$ 75/bbl. Even
taking this base number current import trajectory Pakistan is likely to end up
with an import bill over US$ 73bn (last high US$ 56bn in 2018). Nevertheless,
for every US$ 10/bbl increase in oil prices overall petroleum based import
bill goes up by US$ 170mn every month or US$ 1.0bn in 6month.
Market performance could come under the current spell of rising oil prices
From market standpoint, higher oil prices have negative implication on
manufacturing sector due to rise in energy prices, and subsequent reduction
in margins. However, market heavy sector E&Ps and Banks could potentially
negate the overall market performance, but given current economic times,
that performance seems unlikely to come-by.
Betting on E&Ps sector
Take E&P sector for instance. The sector benefits directly from higher oil
price as revenues are derived from sale of oil to refineries and gas to utility
companies (SSGC & SNGP). As gas prices are derived from oil prices, rise in
wellhead gas prices has not been translated in to consumer prices.
Thus, despite increase in profitability, E&P sector has been marred with
substantial rise in receivables due to expanding differential between
wellhead and consumer gas prices. As a result, cash tied in circular debt has
eroded cash based earnings for E&P sector.
Furthermore, E&P sector has not encountered any substantial discoveries in
last few years, mainly due to lack of new blocks on offer in wildcat areas and
lack of investment on the back of cash constraints. This has brought forth risk
of reserve replacement via natural depletion whereby major oil and gas
fields are about to deplete completely in the next few years with no major
additions to reserve base.
Consequently, E&P sector is currently trading at historic low P/E; 3.7x (3.1x
ex MAR & POL) as cash crunch looms, compared to average P/E’s during
period of higher oil prices, despite bull-run in oil prices.

Exhibit: Oil prices and P/E have had a negative relation
Before 2014 (2011-2014) when oil prices averaged over US$
90/bbl market P/E averaged 7.3x
Arablight (US$/bbl)
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Exhibit: Arab light US$/bbl (y-axis) and KSE100 P/E (x-axis)
plotting
Downward liner relationship, higher oil prices lead to downward
P/E rating. Although the relationship has weekend over the
years
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